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Hello!
Welcome to yet another edition of our Biomedical Engineering newsletter. It has been an
exciting three months . We are happy to share
with your the progress of our project from the
evaluation, to the commonwealth success rate
and more.
There is been great contribution from all the
stakeholders and I would like to especially
thank the technicians for their continued efforts towards improving medical equipment
management practices in their
I would like to inform you about the upcoming hospital visits from the project management team where we will monitor the progress of each and every technician on individual basis and to carry out user training for
equipment. Enjoy!!

Five star ratings!! Project Milestones Impress Evaluators
During this quartile, the project
has had a series of 3 independent
sets of reviewers to assess the
status and progress of the

Programs Development at THET.
From these series of visits, it is our
feeling that they left with even
more expectation for the project.
Mr. Zuurmond commended the
program on how it has developed
a unique model that integrates
health facilities right from National level to Health centre III.

project. The first evaluator to visit
was Irko Zuurmond, a project
evaluator from THET UK who
reviewed project based both on
documentation of the project and
interviews with different project Louise McGrath also mentioned
how she was impressed to see
benefactors.
Shortly afterwards, another set of females being mentored in engievaluators from THET visited the neering and making a difference
project. Finally we had a visit there.
from Louise McGrath the Head of This is definitely a sign that we
are on the right track!
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From the left: Louise McGrath (Head of Programs Development, THET) Beryl Arinda
(BME graduate, Makerere University), Paul Ahura (Country Manager THET Uganda),
Alfred Enywaku (BME, National Drug Authority), heillah Bagayana (BME, Mbarara Hopsital) , Arafat Wakulira (Diaspora BME Volunteer, UMNH)

Commonwealth fellowships
This year in May, we submitted applications for nine of our technicians. The technicians will spend a period of six weeks in UK partner
hospitals to learn how they can improve their skills. Four of the technicians were awarded the fellowship and are set to go for the fellowship
October 2016.
Unfortunately 6 were unsuccessful for the October take but 5 are reapplying for the January fellowship. Two more volunteers from the
Project Monitoring and Evaluation unit also applied to go in January
2017.
The expectations are quite high after hearing from their colleagues who
went first. Let us wish them all the best.

Biomedical Engineering in the Media (Awareness campaign)
FM RADIO: During the training in
Fort portal the team managed to get
invited to Fort Portal radio to inform
the populace about Biomedical Engineering particularly concerning the
project in Uganda. The locals were
told about the role of biomedical
technicians in hospitals and the program was received with acclaim and
the responses were encouraging.

The team in studio

NEWS PAPER ARTICLE: As a way
of creating awareness the project
manager in Uganda described situation of Biomedical Engineering in
Uganda in an article in THE NEW
VISION (published 1st July 2016,
pg16). He pointed out that the Biomedical Engineering fraternity in
Uganda had grown to over 50 engi-

neers, technicians but they were under utilised. The article showed that
despite the urgent need of the biomedical professionals, the cadre is
not yet included in the healthcare
service provision structure. It also
described the trend of medical devices break down in hospitals pointing out the cobalt-60 machine serving cancer patients and other Xray
machines. The article prompted one
of the officials who instantly responded to the article trying to show
how much they were doing to mitigate the challenges.

hosted an educational show to em-

power young students to venture
into the field of biomedical engineering in their higher education. This
program also hosted two of the female Biomedical Engineers (Beryl
and Sheila) at the training to encourage young girls to pursue engineering. In addition to this program,
UBC also featured the technician’s
workshop at Kabubbu HC III on the
news.
SOCIAL MEDIA: The technicians
created a Facebook group called the
“Uganda Community of Biomedical Engineers and Technicians”
Article published, 1st 07 2016 in the NEWVISION
Currently the group has over 106
UBC TELEVISION:
members. They also have a
Uganda’s National Television UBC Whatsapp group.

“...amazing engineers; but also, very kind people that have made me feel very welcome. You
have a great team over there!” -Ela

Biomedical Engineering Mentee wins 3 grants
in 3 months!!!

Volunteer’s experience, Her Story
The project managed to host a short term Volunteer, Engineer Ela Bardan, to train the technicians at the most recent
raining at Kyambogo. She later wrote an email saying
“I would like to thank you for the best experience I ever had.
Due to this amazing opportunity you have given to me, I
have realised that I am in the right field of work and that I
enjoy medical engineering more than I thought! I have met
not only amazing engineers;
but also, very kind people
that have made me feel very
welcome. You have a great
team over there!”

A former Biomedical Engineering student at
Makerere University, Waigonda Saad, a mentee
of the project is now a Biomedical Technician
and a Regional Workshop Manager at Gulu hospital. I
n an interview with him, narrates that Dr. Robert
(Project Manager) mentored him and now boasts
of having written three proposals in three Right: Ela Bardan in an interview on UBC
TV. (Below L and R) Ela demonstrating
months at his new job. Consequentially, he won during the training .
three grants for his workshop.
‘’Thanks to the Project and especially Dr Rob
(LTV) who taught us to write proposals. I have
written three proposals and won three proposals
[from USAID, IDI] in the three months I have
been a regional workshop Manager. These have
greatly improved the finances of the workshop’’
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Technicians’ testimonies

Certification of the training Modules

Darius
“I have gained much knowledge and skills in electronics and safety I know what to do.”

We were also happy to report the local project coordinator recently met the Head of Physiology Department at Makerere University and she was very keen
Ronack
for such short courses to be offered at Makerere Uni“I have never missed any training since the project
versity. The combination of lecturers and professional
started and the level of capacity building is high. We Engineers who are members of the UNAMHE team
have created groups on what’s app, Facebook were
will bring forth answers to solutions of addressing
we share our challenges and it has reduced the work
issues such as capacity, infrastructure and human
load.”
resource.
This development will go along way in improving
Richard
“We could not get spares, couldn’t service machines the perception of the technicians to these modular
trainings and will also enable other technicians to
and we felt we were alone but now we consult our
ably attend these trainings at a fee without any recolleagues. The skills we have got will help us so
much. Thanks to the team that has done this for us.” strictions.

Technician Modular Training
A training was organized at Fort
Portal RRH to cover electrical
safety and Imaging devices from
6th—17th June 2016 . It was attended by 15 biomedical technicians, 2 long term volunteers,
and 1 short term volunteer on
project evaluation. It was very
successful.

handle their roles in the health
facilities professionally and diligently.
At the most recent workshop that
was held at to Kabubbu HCIII on
the 12th August 2016, 51 people
from different heath centres attended with 14 nurses, 20 male
technicians and 2 female technicians.

Robert and the team. Peace
also has the passion to learn
please continue mentoring him.
Keep up the good work and
spirit”

LTV Arafat Wakulira doing hands on training of
technicians during training at Fort Portal RRH

Biomedical technicians, Engineers and Technicians at the training that took place Kyambogo university,.

“There has been a reduction of
deaths of babies. These deaths
The next training was organized
from 1st to 11th August 2016 at The director of Kabubbu HCII were normally caused due to a
delay of referrals but thanks
Kyambogo University.
said,
to the technicians, it is now
“Peace (technician) has saved
These trainings continue to em- Kabubbu a lot of money; with
easier for us” the director
power and equip technicians and the skills he is able to repair
FortPortal RRH”
engineers with skills relevant to equipment. Thanks to Dr.
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In Other News...

Challenges faced:
So far the project has failed to attain the target number of
clinicians trained in the proper use of medical equipment.
Currently we have under 100 recorded clinicians that have
been trained versus the required number of 650 clinicians,
including those trained by the project managers and the
technicians we believe that the challenge comes in from
the technicians not being very vigilant about recording all
the provided user training sessions,. Some of them think
that user training has to be strictly formal, in a controlled
environment, yet user training can mean any contact with
clinicians that influence how they use a particular type of
equipment, be it brief and informal or formal as they go
about their work. We would like to encourage scheduled
user training sessions, made compulsory by the management so as to aid the technicians in their work.
The renovation exercise in Mulago Hospital has caused
the project team to be unable to carry out a comprehensive
medical equipment inventory but we are working hand in
hand with the ,management to build a vibrant biomedical
engineering department and we are quite optimistic that it
will set a new trend in biomedical engineering for other
hospitals to follow.

# The EAST AFRICAN REGIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION
is on again. This year it will be in
hosted by The Association Of
Medical Engineering of Kenya
(AMEK), from 16th-18th November 2016. Under the theme:
Healthcare Technology Management: In Search of
|Sustainable quality healthcare
in low resource countries.
Registration fee is Ksh 6000. contact Eng. Samuel Byamukama
(Sec. Gen UNAMHE) at
info@unamhe.org
## Project Technician Joseph
Tumwesigye of Kisiizi said “I
do” to his long term Fiancée
Charity, let us wish them luck and
a long happy life.

Like our Facebook page:
Uganda Community of Biomedical Engineers and Technicians
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1060593433963418/

Contact information

Knowledge for Change (K4C) is an organization that sup-

Project in-country lead:

Dr Robert Ssekitoleko,
ports knowledge and skills exchange among health professionMEng, EngD
als mainly between Uganda and UK. With funding from
rsseki@gmail.com;
THET, we are able to build capacity and improve biomedical
ssekitoleko@slaford.ac.uk;
engineering in Ugandan through mentorship, training and
rtssekitoleko@chs.mak.ac.ug
other professional support to technicians across the country.
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